
CONSITUTION of FULL FRONTAL COMEDY  

As the longest running comedy troupe at Indiana University, Full Frontal Comedy is 
committed to delivering quality sketch and improvisational comedy to the campus. Through 
weekly rehearsals, biweekly shows at the Indiana Memorial Union, and participation in paid 
and donated performance, Full Frontal Comedy strives to entertain and train its members in 
the legendary Chicago-Style improvisational comedy. As a student group, Full Frontal Comedy 
functions as student and non-student entertainment, an easily accessible and adaptable act 
for hire, and performance experience for its members. 

ARTICLE I: Membership 

Membership in Full Frontal Comedy is based entirely on troupe-held auditions that occur at 
least once a school year. The number of members is not concrete, but Full Frontal Comedy 
holds the right to decide on a year-to-year basis on the need for new members and the number 
of new members needed. Once admitted, barring the member’s choice or violation of troupe 
common commitments, the individual is a member until graduation. Alumni members are 
always welcome to return and perform in occasional shows. 

Full Frontal Comedy does not have a strict order of leadership. Every member is expected to 
take on more tasks as they progress in the group. Titles such as “President”, “Vice President”, 
“Secretary”, etc. are subject to group involvement and are not concrete.  

Full Frontal allows or denies membership to the troupe based on the fair audition process.  The 
audition seeks out individuals who have potential for growth in improvisational comedy, work 
well with others, and are committed to Full Frontal Comedy.  After the audition those who are 
chosen are notified by phone and those who are not are notified by email with encouragement 
to audition again for Full Frontal Comedy and to keep learning the craft of improv. 

There is no fee to be a member of Full Frontal Comedy. The only financial contribution any 
member is asked to make is to be able to feed themselves and pay for gas when traveling as a 
troupe. These trips are made to promote the cohesive nature of the troupe and continue the 
study of improv.  

Statement of Non-Discrimination: Full Frontal Comedy allows any interested student to 
participate in, become a member of, and seek leadership positions in the organization without 
regard to arbitrary consideration of such characteristics as age, color, disability, ethnicity, 
gender, marital status, national origin, race, religion, sexual orientation, or veteran status.  

ARTICLE II: University Compliance 



This organization, Full Frontal Comedy, shall comply with all Indiana University regulations, and 
local, state and federal laws. 

ARTCLE III: Executive Officers 

As a small student organization, all of the duties of Full Frontal Comedy are shared equally 
among all members.  Titles of “President”, “Vice President”, “Secretary”, “Director of PR”, etc. 
are subject to change as members see fit. Because all duties are divided equally and are often 
based on seniority in the troupe, dedicated titles are only used when absolutely necessary. 
When needed, the most senior member(s) act as President. 

At the beginning of every semester Full Frontal Comedy re-evaluates troupe duties and 
reassigns them as needed. 

All troupe decisions must be unanimous. For selection of new members, a blind vote is held and 
members are free to pick, “no”, “yes”, or “maybe”. If there is not a unanimous decision, the 
issue becomes a group discussion that continues until a solution can be reached.  

Head group responsibilities rotate each week, making a different member “in charge” of all that 
weeks’ activities.  In the week leader’s absence, the member to be leader the following week 
takes charge. The week leader position cyclically rotates through the members and order is 
based on seniority. New members must be in the troupe for an entire semester before being 
added to the rotation.  

As stated, all decisions and duties involving Full Frontal Comedy are shared and made by the 
group as a whole. If a member is missing, decisions will not be made until he or she can be 
reached for comment. Every member carries the same responsibilities to maintain the integrity 
of the troupe as the others. Full Frontal Comedy is a pure group effort. 

ARTICLE IV: Advisor 

Because Full Frontal Comedy is focused on being a student organization run and controlled by 
students, the troupe has an advisor only to be allowed a Student Organization Account. The 
only roll of the advisor is to act as support to the group for the SOA and sign SOA checks.  The 
advisor for Full Frontal Comedy is Cindy Smith. 

ARTICLE V: Meetings 

Full Frontal Comedy has meetings, also known as practices or rehearsals, twice every week on 
Mondays and Wednesdays in the Fall and Spring semesters. The troupe practices in the Bryan 
Room of the Indiana Memorial Union. These meetings are closed to the public and are for the 
purposes of studying and practicing improv and planning out the week’s events. 



The week-leading member is in charge of each practice’s agenda for the week they control.  

Shows are held on Fridays in the Indiana Memorial Union. The troupe plans at the beginning of 
each semester what Fridays will have shows.  The pattern is most often a show every other 
Friday but due to school schedules and troupe desire, shows can occur weekly. These shows are 
open to the public and are advertized on campus through flyers, chalking, and online on 
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. 

 

ARTICLE VI: Elections 

Full Frontal Comedy does not have elections. Every decision is discussed and decided on as a 
group. Any issue that requires a vote, such as new members, participating in shows outside the 
regular schedule, etc. are decided by unanimous votes. All voting is done blindly as members 
hold out a hand with a “Thumbs Up” for “yes”, a “Thumbs Down” for “no”, and a “Thumbs 
Sideways” for “Maybe”. Any non-unanimous vote is then discussed as a group.  

ARTICLE VII: Anti-Hazing Policy 

Hazing is strictly prohibited. Hazing shall be defined as any conduct which subjects another 
person, whether physically, mentally, emotionally, or psychologically, to anything that may 
endanger, abuse, degrade, or intimidate the person as a condition of association with a group 
or organization, regardless of the person's consent or lack of consent. 

ARTICLE VIII: Dues and Budget 

Full Frontal Comedy requires no membership fees.  

The budget is maintained by the member assigned to the SOA account at the beginning of the 
year. 

ARTICLE IX: Finances 

Full Frontal Comedy’s finances are watched and regulated by a single member, decided at the 
beginning of each term. This individual keeps track of group balances utilizing the Indiana 
University Credit Union bank account and keeps the group informed on finances.  

Should the group ever dissolve, the money in the Full Frontal bank account is to go back into 
the University. 

No individual will ever collect money from the troupe. Any money earned by the troupe stays in 
the troupe to finance trips and pay for risers and other promotional items for the troupe. 



ARTICLE X: Personal Gain Clause 

This organization, if raising funds, shall ethically raise and distribute profits from organizational 
functions to either the organization or to members who provide a service that directly benefits the 
organization. Individual members may not receive compensation from for-profit companies if acting as 
a representative of a student organization. 
 
ARTICLE XI: Programs Involving Children 
 
This organization, when working with children, will be aware of and abide by the University’s Programs 
Involving Children (PIC) Policy. 
 
Article XII: International Travel  
 
This organization, when traveling internationally, will coordinate their travel through the Office of 
Oversees Study. 
 
ARTICLE XIII: Amendments  

Amendments to this constitution may be presented by any member of Full Frontal Comedy that 
has been a member for at least one full semester.   

Ratification of an Amendment is required by unanimous vote of all current members. 

Once approved by the organization, all constitutions with amendments must be submitted to 
the SO&LD for approval. 

ARTICLE XIV: Ratification 

This Constitution of Full Frontal Comedy is hereby ratified by, Bradley Berg, Calvin Badger, Noah 
Bousum, Logan Fuson, Andrew Hast, Natalie Kaufmann, Elizabeth Hutson, John Gillen, and 
Joshua Levy on April 22, 2019. 

 


